CAC Kids trip to Bosworth Field and National Space Centre
21st/22nd September 2013

The Battle of Bosworth on 22nd August 1485 was a key point in English History marking the
transition from the Plantagenets to the Tudors, and the beginning of the "modern" age. This
encompasses much that we have been exploring at CAC Kids during the year, so we couldn't pass
up the opportunity of a living history event.
We were keen to make this event as real as we could, so our research took us to the British
Library, where we uncovered some documents from the time - a letter from the John Howard,

Duke of Norfolk inviting John Paston to join him on the battlefield at Bosworth, and, get this, only
the original proclamation of Richard III against Henry Tudor - both written in 1485.
The British Library was strangely reluctant to let us withdraw these items, but the texts were
reproduced in our CAC Kids Book of Bosworth and make fascinating reading. 1485 was a great
time for reading, letters were being exchanged and the law was beginning to be written in English,
as opposed to French or Latin. William Caxton was printing books for public consumption,
including, in 1485, Mallory's Le Morte d'Arthur - a theme for our trip to Cornwall next year.
We met at Bosworth Heritage Centre on Saturday morning, in time for a coffee before setting off
to explore the exhibition. As videos of characters of the day took us through their own thoughts
on the time, we enjoyed superb hands on experience. We learnt about medieval surgery (perhaps
more of a "hands off" experience) we tried on helmets, chain mail and other bits of armour, all of
which is remarkably heavy. We all had a go on a long bow to determine how far we would we can
shoot an arrow (240 metres), we experienced exactly what it would be like to charge in to a battle
through the restricting view of a helmet - scary!

Sophie, ready for battle

Longbow, and a mediaeval princess

There was a superb video explaining how the battle was fought, there were coats of arms
everywhere for our CAC Kids to copy or to inspire their own creations on the CAC clipboards as
part of our on-going heraldry project.
The exhibition moved on to the Tudors who would go on to have continuing issues relating to
Henry's rather wobbly claim to the throne. And finally the archaeology section.

Here we found the skeleton of John the Bowman. A little forensic study revealed that he had been
shot in the shoulder with an arrow. We studied his teeth, in good shape, counted ribs and feet, not
in such great shape given that a foot was missing.

Examining John the Bowman

In a drawer (that we were allowed to open - honest) we discovered a couple of Neolithic polished
stone axes, for a time it looked as if we were in danger of having a whole CAC Kids day without a
bit of prehistory!

Áine examining polished stone axes

Further displays nicely illustrated the principles of stratigraphy that we learnt about last year in
Devon, and there was even some metal detecting to do. Perhaps the best treat was the silver boar
of Richard III found on the battlefield, thought to have been worn by one of Richard's knights.

The team working on the heraldry project in the Tythe Barn

From the exhibition we carried on to the soldier’s camp, where mediaeval people were busy
preparing for battle. We listened to a fascinating if rather gruesome talk on mediaeval weaponry
and battle tactics which captivated the CAC Kids and made the adults feel a little queasy.

You really don’t want to know what they did with those pikes!

Soldier’s camp

After a spot of lunch in the Tythe Barn, it was time to meet John, our guide for afternoon. Handing
out various banners, we headed up to Ambion Hill, where John set out the background to the site,
and explained how modern research has led to significant reinterpretation, including the location
of the battle itself. Atop Ambion Hill we met the key characters, Richard I, Henry Tudor and Lord
Stanley. The latter still undecided about which team he would play for, given that he was related
to both.

Henry Tudor, Richard III and Lord Stanley

And so we set off down the hill and through the woods to the site of the battle. There is very little
evidence of the battle, just cannon shot with about thirty rounds being recovered through
excavation, mostly by metal detection, and of course, the silver boar. It was habit of the times,
after a battle for the surviving soldiers and local people to salvage what they could, and the site
would have been picked clean. This contrasts with the earlier Battle of Towton, fought in cold
muddy conditions, burying plenty of artefacts thus preserving them in the archaeological record.

Hannah weighing up a cannon ball

John explained that the location of the Battle of Bosworth was very much down to the Romans.
Henry was travelling from the west, on his way to London along Watling Street, whereas Richard
hurried along the Fosse Way to intercept him.
With the two sides ready to go, the battle would have started with cannon fire, followed by the
arrow storm; thousands of arrows turning the summer sky dark, those unfortunate enough to be
underneath had just a small shield to protect themselves. Next, both teams would get stuck in for
hand to hand combat.
At Richard's Well we contemplated the heat and the amount of water that people would need for
a good battle. This is a spot from which it was long thought that Richard drunk before the battle
started and a memorial and dedication was constructed in 1813, by the precursors to the Richard
III Society. This has since been disproved location wise, but it does illustrate the interest in these
events at that time.

Where is all happened – just over the hedge

Our guide had some interesting weapons from the battle to show us, and pitched the whole tour
perfectly for both children and adults, informative, clear and entertaining, difficult to achieve with
such complex subject matter. We all thoroughly enjoyed this part of the day.
Slightly less enjoyable was our own Battle at Bosworth, the purple and yellow livery of CAC Kids up
against the black and yellow of the last of the summer wasps. We had two minor casualties with
Hannah and Steph victims of their sneaky and most unchivalrous tactics.
After a trip to the gift shop for some mediaeval souvenirs, we headed off to St. James Church in
Sutton Cheney, allegedly the site of Richard III's last mass, to appreciate the stained glass window
depicting Henry and Richard. This proved to be as elusive as the "signing out" book in the British
Library. We shall track this down another day.
From the church we headed to our campsite to enjoy a fine Indian summers evening, camping
stew, some fine wines and a few tunes on the CAC guitar.

Our campsite

On Sunday everybody awoke to a sunny morning and after breakfast we played some of now
traditional tag rugby and tugs of war - Team Richard v Team Henry of course. Then having packed
up the tents we headed for the National Space Centre in Leicester.

On arrival the first exhibit to confront you is a Soyuz Space Capsule from the 1970's. This is one of
just two on display in the west. The other, in the Smithsonian in Washington, does not have the
engines or electronics on board that we have on ours.

Soyuz

From hereon the exhibition just became more and more awesome. We enjoyed an excellent show
in the Patrick Moore Planetarium, we presented TV weather forecasts, watched the moon
landings on a sixties TV, landed a replica of a lunar module on the moon (a bit tricky) and felt a bit
queasy (again) in a space simulator. We explored the Columbus section of the International Space
Station, but chose not to test out the space loo.

Hannah on the International Space Station – now what does this button do?

We successfully launched ourselves into space on a Russian Vostok capsule replicating Yuri
Gagarin, the first man into space. This involved radio link interaction between mission control, in
our case, Sarah and Hannah, and the cosmonauts, John and George. After the pre-flight routine
and "launch", Hannah was genuinely alarmed to see smoke coming from beneath the capsule, she
really did think her dad and brother were off to space.

George concentrating on the booster pressure

We learnt about the planets in a "Tiny Planetarium" (got to get one of those for home!). We saw
the larger of the only two pieces of moon rock on display in the UK, and the Nakhla meteorite. This
was amazing; it is thought that this meteorite originated from Mars.
Interestingly, it is estimated that, over Earth's history, a billion tonnes of Mars has landed here.
That sounds a lot, but we calculate that it is just 0.0000001% of the total weight of the Earth.
Coincidentally, an article was published this very month in Astronomy Now magazine suggesting
that two key elements thought to be necessary to trigger life on Earth (oxidised boron and
molybdenum for those interested) are only found on this debris from Mars - maybe we are all
Martians!
We learnt that Saturn would float in a bath if a tub big enough could be found, and that a comet
was excommunicated by the Pope in the fifteenth century.

Saturn in the bath

All the planets had sections dedicated to them with models and images, as did stars and galaxies;
there was even a black hole to fall into. Those who came on our Astrokids observing evening in
2011 in celebration of the lives of William and Caroline Hershel will have appreciated the small
section dedicated to them and the replica of the telescope used to discover Uranus.
We also had a peep at the view of Pluto the Clyde Tombaugh had when he discovered it in 1930.

A selection of baked bean tins demonstrated the differing weights they would have on different
planets, together with scales that we could stand on to check out our own weight on other planets
- some were more enthusiastic to test this one than others!
In the darkness of the Stellarium, hundreds of colourful twinkling lights illustrated the position of
our sun in the galaxy.
Interaction with the exhibits was seemingly endless. Even lunch was partaken under a rocket
engine that would, from time to time, ignite in true Saturn V fashion. Indeed, the rocket attached
to the engine and dominating the 42 metre high rocket tower was the Thor Able rocket, designed
in the US in the late 1950's to deliver satellites to space. Next to it stands Blue Streak, designed
around the same time in the UK, as a missile. It was adapted in the 1960's to launch Europe's first
satellites and flew 12 times.

Who ordered the toasted sandwich?

Amongst the many artificial satellites dangling from the ceiling we saw Voyager 2, or probably a
model given that the original is currently hot on the heels of Voyager 1 that has now officially left
the solar system. This was announced by NASA just a fortnight ago on September 12th, so Voyager
is now officially in interstellar space. Both are still going strong and still sending back astonishing
information. You can watch the real time odometer and track their progress on the NASA website:
http//voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/where/

Voyager 2

Imagine the air miles they are clocking up. On the subject of Voyager, we also saw a replica of the
gold LP on board, most appropriate given the fantastic vinyl revival we are enjoying today.

As far as we know, the only album to go gold without ever having been played,
or maybe it has…. And some Moon rock

Science fiction was also represented with the first ever sci-fi film, "La Voyage dans la Lune" by
Georges Melies from 1902, showing in an Edwardian cinema. If you missed it, you can watch this
strange and rather wacky film on You Tube.
Then it was back to reality as our trip happened to coincide with a Star Wars convention and we
met R2D2, Obiwan Kanobi, plenty of storm troopers and of course, Darth Vader. Darth was most
reluctant to say cheese - "Vader never smiles" he informed us menacingly as we crouched
nervously in front of him for a photo. What Mr Vader has clearly enjoyed since the bad old days in
a galaxy far away is plenty of pies!
By the exit somebody had parked a Star Wars land cruiser - no pay and display ticket on that we
noticed.

Sophie and George make some new friends

The remaining group of CAC Kids were the last people to leave the centre, begrudgingly leaving
behind experiments on a magnificent and fully functional orrery, but looking forward to receiving
astronaut certificates on the e mail having completed the astronaut training class.
And that is what we call a CAC Kids weekend. We hope everybody found it fascinating and thought
provoking. The weekend was long and very busy and for many of the CAC Kids, it followed a tiring
first full week a school, so well done all the Mums and Dads for keeping up.
Many thanks to everybody who came along, particularly to Helen Hickinbotham and John at the
Bosworth Heritage Centre.

Thor Able and Blue Streak

